CPM Project recognized with Askew Award

On June 5, NHDES staff Tara Mae Albert, Kimmi Durgin and Laura Weit-Marcum, and Dept. of Resources and Economic Development staff Jenn Codispoti, were recognized for exemplary work in the completion of their Certified Public Manager (CPM) Project with the George C. Askew Award. The project, titled “Integrated Online Training for NH State Government,” explored the current training methods utilized by state employees and how integrating innovative education and training methods would improve efficiencies within each agency. The project team presented its findings at the August 2014 Commissioners’ Meeting, which opened the door for the interagency MOODLE Users Group to implement a Learning Management System that will be available for state employees to provide training for other staff members and the regulated community by the end of 2015.

The American Academy of Certified Public Managers created the Askew Award (a national award) to acknowledge the efforts of those who have demonstrated exemplary work in the completion of their CPM projects, which are a vital component of each CPM program participant’s training.